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1.0 Abstract 
 
Currently, there are fleets of pre-production hydrogen powered vehicles from many different automotive 
manufacturers starting demonstration testing under real world conditions. For this initial phase, there is need 
for publicly available fueling methodologies of gaseous onboard hydrogen storage containers. At present, 
however, there are few established codes and standards regarding the hydrogen fueling. 
 
It is important to have “open” fueling methodologies so that the fuel providers can optimize fueling 
performance (e.g. transferring the targeted amount of gaseous hydrogen to a vehicle in a reasonable amount of 
time) for this technology to have broad public acceptance. However, it is important not to be overly 
prescriptive in order to leave open the possibility for future development. In order to reach this optimization, 
one must learn from previous fueling experiences. For this reason, this paper will document past hydrogen 
fueling station and vehicle demonstration projects for a historical perspective. 
 
Another objective of this document is to provide hydrogen station performance guidance through theoretical 
explanation of the fueling process. The objective is to ensure that a vehicle receives the maximum amount of 
hydrogen possible in the shortest amount of time, without exceeding the storage container pressure and 
temperature limits. Gaseous hydrogen fueling offers many challenges transferring a set amount of hydrogen 
due to the heating effects during the process. Since there is a direct correlation between vehicle range and how 
much fuel can be transferred, the “heating effects” must be understood and mitigated in order to optimize 
hydrogen vehicle fueling. There are a variety of methodologies which are utilized to optimize fueling 
including vehicle to station communication and pre-cooling the hydrogen gas prior to fueling.  
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2.0 Introduction 
 
Hydrogen has a long history, though not widespread, as a transportation fuel and many fueling methodologies 
being evaluated for standardization are well documented. Hydrogen, discovered by Paracelsus (16th century) 
and named by Lavoisier (1783), was first proposed for energy purposes by Reverend Cecil in 1820.[1, 2] In 
the late 19th century, hydrogen-rich gases made from coal and water gained significant use as industrial 
engine fuels.[3] Early in the 20th century, pure hydrogen lifting gas was used as a supplemental fuel in the 
engines of dirigibles. Replenishment of the hydrogen prior to each flight may represent the first centralized 
fueling of hydrogen vehicles. Since the beginning, grounding of hydrogen vehicles (in order to avoid 
electrostatic electric discharge, etc.) has been a basic safety rule, carried forward into modern common 
practices. 
 
The German engineer Rudolf Erren began working with hydrogen and hydrogen-rich gases as motor vehicle 
fuels in the 1920s. His first patent was awarded in 1928 for a dual-fuel engine using diesel and hydrogen [4]. 
In the 1930’s the injection of slightly pressurized hydrogen into an engine’s combustion chamber was well 
known as “Errenizing”. Historical records show this work was quite promising and it is believed that over 
1,000 vehicles in Germany and Britain were converted to Erren’s multi-fuel hydrogen system. However, 
following World War II there was not much activity in hydrogen as a vehicle fuel, except in rocketry. Some 
research projects dealt with hydrogen internal combustion through the 1970s. The resulting vehicles were 
typically refueled from industrial gas cylinders, tube trailers or stationary liquid hydrogen containers. The 
transfer equipment was simple (e.g., a grounding wire, a hose, manual valves and, for liquid hydrogen boil-
off, a vent stack) with no automation. Safety depended on the strict adherence to industrial safety codes (well 
ventilated location, no nearby ignition sources, etc.).  
 
One of the first hydrogen vehicle demonstration projects took place in Berlin in the 1980s. Daimler-Benz 
operated five 280TE passenger cars and five 310 delivery vans for more than 350,000 miles using modified 
internal combustion engines and metal hydride storage containers. Of note, due to impurities in the hydrogen 
fuel the metal hydride containers had to be repacked before the test was 1/3 complete. [4] 
 
With the recent advancements in hydrogen powered vehicles there is need for standardization of fueling 
methodologies of gaseous hydrogen and baseline hydrogen quality. Standardization and interoperability of 
fueling hardware and methodology is important for the distribution of any fuel, and particularly so when 
handling gaseous fuels at high pressure.  
 
3.0 Optimized Hydrogen Vehicle Fueling 
 
There are numerous means by which to store and transport usable amounts of hydrogen. It can be compressed, 
liquefied, or otherwise stored in a dense form such as with metal hydrides. This paper will focus on 
compressed hydrogen fueling, as it is the current direction of most of the automotive manufactures for both 
fuel cell and internal combustion vehicles. It should be noted that at least one automotive manufacturer is 
planning a small volume internal combustion production vehicle with onboard liquid hydrogen storage. 
 
The optimization of compressed hydrogen fueling methodologies is important for managing safety, range, and 
public acceptance of this emerging vehicle fuel option. An optimal process will safely transfer the maximum 
amount of hydrogen to the vehicle in the shortest amount of time, while avoiding over-fueling and over-
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temperature and minimizing under-fueling. In order to meet these performance objectives at all practical 
conditions, it is important to define the hydrogen fueling methodology boundaries.  
 
The objectives for fueling targets originate not only from the automotive manufacturer’s specifications, but 
also regulations. For example, the current California Air Resources Board (CARB) ZEV Mandate [5] states 
that for fueling, each vehicle should be able to demonstrate a Fast Fueling Capability: “…capable of replacing 
95% maximum rated energy capacity in less than or equal to 10 minutes.” From the consumer’s acceptance 
perspective, achievement of fueling times comparable to that of conventional vehicles (e.g. less than three 
minutes) is desirable. In order to achieve these targets, an optimized fueling method should be established that 
does so with the entire spectrum of vehicle storage containers.  
 
Both the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and CSA America [6] are developing a set of standards that 
will encompass vehicle fueling, hydrogen dispensers, and fueling guidelines under the support of the U.S. 
Department of Energy Hydrogen, Fuel Cells and Infrastructure Technologies Program. In draft form are the 
standards for Dispensing Systems (HGV 4.1) and, more relevant to this paper, SAE J2601a and Temperature 
Compensation Systems (HGV 4.3).  
 
For compressed hydrogen fueling, the thermodynamics must be understood in order to consistently achieve 
complete (or full) fills. 
 
3.1. Thermodynamics of Hydrogen Fueling 
 
The heat and increased pressure generated by the rapid compression of gases in an empty container is the 
main phenomenon to be dealt with when optimizing hydrogen vehicle fueling. A compressed gas container 
has a defined service or rated pressure at a reference temperatureb which equates to a specific density. The 
container may be safely filled to target values of higher pressure and temperature (within the limits of its 
maximum allowable working pressure and temperature) knowing that, as the gas and container equilibrate to 
the surrounding temperature, the pressure will settle along a pressure-temperature line of constant density that 
includes the rated values, e.g., 35 MPa @ 15C [8]. Stopping the refueling process at a measured or estimated 
higher pressure and temperature is known as temperature compensation. 
 
Target Pressure and Density 
The target pressure is defined as the pressure at which gas is transferred into the vehicle at the end of the fill. 
This pressure is usually somewhat higher than the service pressure in order to achieve the goal of transferring 
a certain target density of hydrogen when the gas is at an elevated temperature. For the gaseous hydrogen 
dispenser, there is a programmable logic controller (PLC) which usually controls this target density.  The 
following is a quotation from a paper written about the Chicago Bus Project in 1997 regarding density 
targeted fueling with PLC control (developed from Hydrogen Components, Inc.)  “The PLC computes the 
density continually during the fueling process and stops the flow of fuel when the density reaches the preset 
density target corresponding to [target pressure such as] 25 MPa at 21C (today’ convention utilizes 15C).”[11] 
This concept can also be stated as fueling to a constant density, since the objective is to reach a consistent 
amount of hydrogen transferred. In other words, end pressures of fueling will vary, but for an optimized fill, 
the target density will remain constant. A representative constant density line, reaching 35 MPa at 15°C, is 

                                                 
a Working title: "Compressed Hydrogen Surface Vehicle Fueling Communications." 
b The standard or rated temperature value is typically specified at 15°C for hydrogen and 21°C for CNG fuels. 
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shown in Figure 1. Target densities usually have an upper limit with a small percentage of underfill, such as 
+0,-2%. 
 

Settled Pressure at Constant Density (24.02 kg/m3)
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Figure 1 Settled Pressure at Constant Density (24.02 kg/m3 ) [b] 

Some target pressure calculations used in the automotive industry today assume the internal temperature of 
the onboard storage container is equal to the ambient temperature or an equivalent temperature 
“compensated” by the ambient temperature. In either case, the actual temperature of the inside of the storage 
container may deviate from this assumption due to factors such as the vehicle’s recent operating conditions 
and whether the containers are in a climate-controlled area of the vehicle. When the stored gas temperature is 
above ambient (e.g., fueling shortly after a vehicle with a trunk-mounted container has been in the hot sun), 
the ambient temperature assumption will overestimate the density of hydrogen contained, leading to an 
underfill. However, this is not a safety issue. Conversely, when the stored gas temperature is below ambient 
(e.g., fueling shortly after a container experiences a sustained maximum fuel flow rate which will cool the 
stored hydrogen due to depressurization), the ambient temperature assumption will underestimate the density 
of hydrogen contained, leading to an overfill and a potential safety issue.  

 
Another factor that affects the accuracy of the target pressure calculation is the temperature of the hydrogen 
delivered by the station. For example, if the station pressure vessels were recently pressurized, the 
temperature of the gas could be higher than ambient. On the other hand, cooling the station hydrogen prior to 
fueling the vehicle can be very advantageous.  
 
Compressed natural gas (CNG) has, in many ways, set the precedents for hydrogen vehicle fueling. There is, 
however, an important difference between CNG and hydrogen that must be noted for hydrogen vehicle 
fueling. During the initial portion of fueling a CNG vehicle, there is a strong throttling refrigeration effect 
(Joule- Kelvin, also referred to as Joule-Thomson) that cools the onboard storage container below its starting 
temperature. Toward the end of CNG fueling, the heat of compressing the gas within the container overcomes 
the initial cooling effect and there is a temperature rise.  
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In contrast, hydrogen has no initial cooling effect. In fact, hydrogen is opposite to CNG and most other gases 
regarding the Joule- Kelvin effect during throttling. In the temperature and pressure ranges being considered 
for gaseous hydrogen fueling, hydrogen has a negative Joule- Kelvin coefficient, which manifests itself 
through the counter-intuitive phenomenon of increasing temperature during throttling. Throttling of hydrogen 
during rapid flow through the plumbing at the hydrogen station, fueling nozzle, receptacle, and onboard fuel 
plumbing results in mild heating that, from the very start, adds to the heat of compression. These two effects 
can lead to excessive heating during the fill process, and the container pressure or temperature limit being 
reached prior to a full fill as measured by a calculated mass or density. This adds to the complexity of fueling 
with hydrogen. 
 
3.2. Temperature Compensation 
 
In order to achieve a complete fill of a vehicle container, the target pressure needs to account for the 
temperature rise in the vehicle container due to the heat of compression of hydrogen and as well as ambient 
and other system temperatures, and phenomena such as throttling. Temperature-compensated fueling of high-
pressure storage containers has its roots in CNG technology. Early CNG stations used a special valve, called a 
dome-load regulator to account for changes in ambient temperature. This valve is not utilized for hydrogen 
fueling. Ambient temperature compensation was employed at the first Hythane® c station, built by Hydrogen 
Components, Inc. (HCI), in Denver in 1992 where pick-up trucks had pressure containers installed in the open 
beds and exposed to the environment. In 2000, Fueling Technologies Inc. (FTI) installed its first hydrogen 
dispenser at SunLine Transit in California. FTI’s dispenser used a temperature-compensation algorithm, 
which included ambient temperature measurement, to electronically control the fill pressure delivered to the 
vehicle.  
 
Both communication and non-communication fueling processes have been used to achieve levels of 
temperature compensation, although different control algorithms are used. In general, knowledge of container 
conditions allows a degree of optimization, since the boundary conditions remain the same and the heat 
capacity of the container materials is larger than the heat capacity of the hydrogen it holds. Knowing the 
initial temperature of the container is also important as knowing the hydrogen supply.  
 
In 1996, the Chicago Transit Authority initiated a fuel cell bus demonstration program. In order to optimize 
the hydrogen fueling process, HCI was contracted to design and develop hydrogen fueling communications 
system and dispenser for the Air Products and Chemicals hydrogen storage and compression system. The 
resulting fuel station had wired communication for temperature-compensated fueling of the instrumented bus 
containers.[7] In this work HCI recommended utilizing Mr. Cromwell’s methodology to use liquid hydrogen 
to pre-cool the gaseous hydrogen and partially counteract the heat of compression in the vehicle storage 
containers. Density targeted fills where also controlled by the PLC logic developed by HCI.[8] 
 
The following sections detail the general theory, history and current development for the communication and 
non-communication fueling. 
 
 
 

                                                 
c Hythane is a Registered Trademark of Brehon Energy PLC 
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4.0 Non-communication Hydrogen Fueling  
 
Much of what is done today in hydrogen is an extension of what has been established over the years in natural 
gas fueling stations. Station and equipment design, codes and standards, and fueling methodologies that have 
been used in the CNG industry are being used as the baseline for hydrogen vehicle fueling and are usually 
accepted as precedents by fire marshals. Today, the CNG industry relies on non-communication fueling, 
typically accepting some degree of under fueling. This has been deemed acceptable due to the different 
properties of CNG. 
 

 
Figure 2 FTI Non-communication dispenser; 35 MPa H2 & 25 MPa Hythane® (Malmo, Sweden) 

 
Early Non-Communication Fueling Demonstration 
 
As mentioned previously, one of the first modern hydrogen vehicle fueling stations started in a demonstration 
project in Berlin, Germany in 1981. ARAL, a German fuel supplier (now owned by BP) and Daimler-Benz 
(now DaimlerChrysler) established a hydrogen station (see Figure 3) designed to refuel metal hydride storage 
containers for an internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle project. The dual fuel station was established at a 
commercial location central to the customer location. The fueling hookup seen in the photograph involved a 
coolant loop to cool the vehicle storage container and remove the heat from hydrogen absorption in the metal 
hydride. The station was equipped with a mass flow meter located in the dispenser to monitor the amount of 
hydrogen flowing into the vehicle. 
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Figure 3 Early ARAL gasoline and hydrogen fueling station and Mercedes H2 ICE Vehicle with fueling setup 

 
Fueling Strategies 
Non-communication fill strategies have fallen into two main categories: regulated flow rate methods and 
algorithmic strategies for fast fueling. Regulated fills involve setting the hydrogen flow rate such that the heat 
gain in the container is limited during the fill.  
 
Two regulated strategies are the “Peak Flow Rate” and “Constant Pressure Rise Ramp Rate”. Many 
companies and organizations with interests in compressed hydrogen fueling (such as the California Fuel Cell 
Partnership (CaFCP) and the SAE Fuel Cell Standards Committee) have extensive experience with these two 
strategies. Although the flow control strategy is not new to the compressed gas industry, the method to set the 
target pressure, and effectively the settled pressure, for light-duty automotive applications is relatively new for 
the automotive industry. 
 
Peak Flow Rate 
The peak flow rate strategy specifies a maximum acceptable flow rate in kg/min. Since 1999, organizations 
such as the CaFCP determined a preliminary maximum acceptable flow rate for 35 MPa fueling. The CaFCP 
has both automakers and fuel providers who discuss each system in a private forum. By working together, the 
automakers were able to define peak flow rates and other specifications that met their vehicle requirements for 
operation in the Sacramento, California area.  
 
The peak flow value proved to be suitable for the initial fueling performance at the CaFCP, but further 
optimization is needed for wide spread fueling requirements. The peak flow rate includes some temperature 
compensation based on “typical” starting vehicle storage pressures and temperatures through direct input from 
the automotive industry. In the case of widespread standardization of a fueling protocol, additional research is 
required to explicitly define the requirements and assumptions and to include operating conditions possible 
when compressed hydrogen vehicles are available to the general public. 
 
The peak flow rate regulation can be also accomplished by simple fixed orifice control based on station 
maximum pressure and vehicle storage minimum pressure or through more elaborate adjustable orifice and/or 
pressure control.  
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Figure 4 below shows data collected from a test apparatus fueling using a Peak Flow Rate method. The 
experiment utilized an FTI dispenser installed at the AC Transit hydrogen station in Richmond, California. 
The data was collected from a test container fitted with data acquisition equipment for gas pressure and 
temperature. This conservative method was developed to err on the side of safety, resulted in a significant 
underfill after the container temperature had settled. The final data showed a 90.4% full fill. This 
demonstrates how optimizing the amount of hydrogen transferred to the vehicle is a priority for simple non-
communication methods.  
 

Non-Comm Fill Profile - Peak Flow Rate
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Figure 4 Fueling with Peak Flow Rate method 

 
Constant Pressure Rise Ramp Rate 
 
Another non-communication fueling strategy that is being used in the industry is to control the rate at which 
the pressure rises in the onboard storage containers. This fueling control strategy is commonly referred to as 
Constant Pressure Rise Ramp Rate (CPRR). The CPRR strategy specifies a defined rate, relative to time, at 
which the dispenser pressure is to increase. This pressure rise rate can be defined either as a maximum rate or 
as an average rate (with upper constraints) during the fill. The intent of the CPRR strategy is to overcome the 
primary weakness of the Peak Flow Rate fill strategy, which is that it does not work well for a wide variety of 
storage container sizes (a large container will be filled too slowly, and a small container will be filled too 
quickly). Conversely, the CPRR strategy adjusts the flow rate automatically to the container’s size, meaning 
that the pressure rises at the same rate for large and small containers (within the flow capacity of the fueling 
station). Since the dissipation of heat built up inside the container is influenced by how quickly the pressure 
rises, keeping this parameter the same for all containers ensures greater consistency in fill quality and 
temperature management. If optimized, this could potentially work over a wide range of vehicle hydrogen 
storage container configurations. An advantage of the CPRR strategy over the Peak Flow Rate strategy is that 
all sizes of containers are refueled in the same time, but heating effects should be taken into consideration for 
optimizing this type of fill. Figure 5 shows an example of CPRR fueling. 
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Although it has many advantages, one disadvantage of CPRR regulation is that it typically requires additional 
hardware and software control compared to basic Peak Flow Rate regulation strategies. The benefits of higher 
and more consistent fill quality across a broad spectrum of storage containers and the lessening of “wear and 
tear” on vehicle hardware continue to push development of the CPRR strategy. 
 
Temperature Compensation Algorithms 
 
More detailed fueling algorithms than those above have been developed by several companies in attempts to 
address the prevalence of under-fueling of compressed gas containers due to the uncertainty of knowing the 
internal gas temperature of the onboard storage containers. Two of these companies are GTI and FTI: 
 
Ten years ago, the Gas Technology Institute (GTI) undertook a comprehensive program to understand, 
document, and resolve natural gas vehicle (NGV) under-fueling. This resulted in a patented dispenser control 
algorithm called AccuFill, whose prime objective is to achieve as close to the rated density of the compressed 
gas container as possible, over a broad range of ambient conditions without exceeding the maximum 
allowable pressure. GTI applied this methodology to address the hydrogen under-fueling problem by 
developing a hydrogen version called HydroFill, using a proven scientific procedure developed by GTI that 
traces its underlying math to first principle thermodynamics.  
 
GTI’s first-principle thermodynamic model is called CHARGE H2 and uses multiple differential equations to 
model the dynamics of gas container fueling and variations in gas supply thermodynamics. CHARGE H2 
incorporates physical attributes of the on-board hydrogen storage container (e.g. volume and materials of 
construction) to understand real-time heat transfer during fast fueling. Employing the model, several hundred 
simulated hydrogen vehicle-fueling events were run using a wide range of starting and ending conditions (e.g. 
variations in ambient temperature, starting pressure, fill times, etc). 
 
To correlate CHARGE H2 to actual data, GTI constructed a full-scale hydrogen fueling station, with cascade 
storage, within a large-scale environmental chamber. Using this facility, GTI ran numerous tests fueling two 
different types of hydrogen containers. One test container was a Type 3 aluminum-lined, carbon-composite 
wrapped container and the other a Type 4 plastic-lined, carbon/fiberglass hybrid composite wrapped 
container. Each had a water capacity in the range of 190-220 L. These containers were instrumented with an 
array of internal and external temperature sensors. Test operating temperatures ranged from about -15°C to 
45°C and encompassed a wide range of starting and ending pressure conditions. These tests provided critical 
information (including heat transfer attributes) used by the HydroFill algorithm. 
 
Using both analytical and empirical data, GTI developed via regression analyses a multi-variable equation that 
uses readily measurable values such as pressure, temperature, and mass flow to enable fueling of high-
pressure hydrogen containers of different volumes. By reducing this scientific information to a relatively 
simple set of mathematical expressions, calculations can be performed by common programmable logic 
controllers (PLC) used in dispenser operation. During this step, several specialized subroutines were 
developed and reduced to code for a PLC controller platform. The resultant control system’s multi-step fill 
process involves container volume identification at two steps during charging based on measured dispensed 
mass and container pressures at the end of each fill step. The control algorithm correlates the measured 
container pressure responses with the mass of gas injected and with imbedded model predictions, as a means 
of control over the steps in the fill process. 
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FTI has also developed algorithms which account for the heat of compression, ambient temperature, and the 
stored hydrogen temperature in order to fill vehicles to their temperature-compensated target pressure. For 
example, FTI recently installed a dispenser that is used for fueling hydrogen powered forklifts at a warehouse 
in Canada. The hydrogen storage is kept outside and during the winter the difference between temperatures at 
storage and the inside dispenser can be significant (up to 50oC). Since FTI’s algorithm uses station gas 
temperature within its calculations, the dispenser is able to lower the target pressure to compensate for the 
different temperature profile.  
 
FTI’s fueling algorithms are the result of hundreds of test fills with Hythane®, 35 MPa hydrogen and most 
recently 70 MPa hydrogen systems. At the beginning of the fill, FTI’s Dispenser Control System (DCS) 
allows a short pulse of gas to enter the vehicle container. At this time, the DCS measures the initial vehicle 
pressure, initial flow rate, and ambient temperature. This information is used to calculate a target pressure for 
the fill. Once the fill has started, the dispenser measures flow rate, gas temperature, flowing gas pressure and 
continuously calculates a vehicle container pressure. Once the calculated vehicle pressure equals the target 
pressure, the fill is stopped.  
 
Mass flow meters have been used in FTI’s CNG dispensers since 1993 and its hydrogen dispensers since 
2000. The meter provides flow rate data that is used in FTI’s non-communication CNG and hydrogen fill 
algorithms to estimate the amount of hydrogen in the vehicle, and the target for the fill. The changing flow 
rate is an important characteristic when predicting the fill path. Flow data are also used for controlling bank 
sequencing and detecting excess flow conditions. Mass or volume totals from the meter are displayed at the 
dispenser or outputted to the station controller for data collection or transaction processing.  
 
5.0 Communication Fueling 
 
Non-communication fueling strategies must err on the side of under-fueling in order to compensate for 
temperature uncertainties. This necessity is compounded by the fact that the dominant thermal mass in a full 
container of hydrogen is the container itself. Imprecise knowledge of the container’s initial temperature or its 
materials of construction prevents complete fueling without communications. 
 
Communication between the vehicle and the station is one methodology which allows the vehicle to be fueled 
to a very high percentage fill based on the real-time data the vehicle is providing the station. Typically a 
dispenser calculates the density of fuel in the vehicle and the mass of fuel in the vehicle based on vehicle 
container temperature. While the dispenser fuels the vehicle it is continuously measuring the mass flow using 
a flowmeter in the dispenser and calculates change in mass in the vehicle. With communication, information 
such as container type and volume, container temperature and pressure, fueling protocol used, and the 
receptacle type can be communicated in order to safely provide the maximum amount of hydrogen within the 
shortest amount of time.  
 
It is apparent that standardization is necessary before communication can be interoperable between all 
hydrogen vehicle and station types. 
 
Figures 5 & 6 below are examples of wired communication between a DaimlerChrysler fuel cell Sprinter Van 
currently running a demonstration project with United Parcel Service (UPS) in Ann Arbor Michigan. It is 
refueled at a hydrogen fueling station at the Environment Protection Agency office. The Fuel Cell Sprinter 
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needed to optimize its fueling percentage due to range concerns with only ~82% (Figure 6). Since pre-cooled 
hydrogen fueling was not available, the communications route was chosen. 
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Figure 5 Fueling FCV Sprinter without Station Vehicle Communication (CPRR), DaimlerChrysler 

 
A communications system was installed and consistent ~98% fueling was achieved. This was done so with 
station-vehicle communication. In container pressure and temperature signals were sent to the station PLC and 
the fill was optimized. As can be observed, faster fill times were possible. Fueling time was reduced to less 
than half: 440 seconds with non-communication vs. 200 seconds with communication. It should be noted that 
the ambient temperatures where relatively low and the density values/ fueling times may differ with hotter 
temperatures. Pre-cooling offers a way to keep the inlet gas temperatures cooled to lessen the ambient 
temperature/ internal container effects. Reference Section 6 for further information in this regard. 
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Dodge Sprinter Communication Fueling
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Figure 6 Fueling FCV Sprinter with Station Vehicle Communication, DaimlerChrysler. 

 
Although the communication fill method resulted in a more complete fill when compared with the non 
communications fill, each methodology can be utilized for hydrogen vehicle fueling. These data graphs are 
useful to illustrate the need for advanced non-communication methods or the utilization of communication to 
meet the objectives for optimized hydrogen fueling: safety, range, and customer acceptance.  
 
Wired Communication 
 
A well established protocol in the industry is communication between the station dispenser and onboard 
storage system via a wire hookup. One advantage of this method is an additional grounding path between the 
station and the vehicle, via a ground wire in the connection. The disadvantage of wired communication is the 
inconvenience of having to make the connection.  
 
The first wired communication-based, temperature-compensated fueling of hydrogen containers occurred at 
the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) in 1997.[9] The Ballard buses carried wired instrumentation, supplied 
by HCI, for determining pressure and the average gas temperature, and therefore average gas density. HCI’s 
wired communication method utilized two temperature sensors. These sensors recorded the temperature at the 
hottest internal and coolest exterior locations. HCI’s software formed a weighted average of these 
temperatures to determine the volumetric mean gas temperature, which along with measured pressure, was 
used to deduce average gas density. With this temperature compensated fueling, the buses were safely filled to 
±1% of their target density. 
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Wired communications strategies where also utilized in the 1999 CaFCP demonstration project, where the 
eight automotive manufacturers decided on a common protocol for communications. A wired Deutsch™ 
connector provided temperature, pressure, and volume information to the dispenser. Fueling time was reduced 
dramatically and fill densities were achieved similar to the Chicago bus program.  
 

 
Figure 7 Wired Communication with 70 MPa Fueling of Opel Zafira Fuel Cell Vehicle  

 
Wireless Communication 
 
Wireless communication offers several advantages over wired systems for the hydrogen fueling operation, the 
most important being convenience and ease of use. Compared to wired communication, incorporation of 
wireless communication into the hydrogen coupling will simplify the fueling operation for consumers, 
increasing users’ overall comfort and acceptance of hydrogen fueling.  
 
There has been significant effort put forth by industry experts to develop wireless communication methods for 
hydrogen fueling. Many wireless technologies having been considered. The most feasible options are based 
upon infrared (IR) or Radio-Frequency (RF) physical layers. 
 
IR communication is an optical, line-of-sight based system that is widely used in electronic applications (e.g., 
remote controls). Within the automotive industry it has been used as the communication method for electric 
vehicle battery charging systems and remote entry systems. A widely adopted standard used for IR 
communication is defined by the Infrared Data Association (IrDA)[10]. The standard is well defined for 
interoperability, robustness, and testing. A large array of integrated electronic solutions is readily available 
from numerous suppliers.  
 
RF communication is based on the transmission of electromagnetic energy ranging from kilohertz to 
thousands of gigahertz. Most frequency bands within this range are reserved and regulated by each country 
and the regulations and bands differ from country to country. There are numerous data communication 
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standards in the RF range, the more common consumer protocols being 802.11 and Bluetooth. Both of these 
protocols are long range (hundreds of meters for 802.11) and high speed. For reasons of cost, complexity and 
cross-talk (the wrong dispenser talking to the wrong vehicle) these protocols are not suitable for this 
application. Short range RF (low frequency) communications have been used for electric vehicle charging 
systems, vehicle fleet management systems, and fuel customer reward programs. There are no known existing 
public standards for short range RF communication as most implementations have been proprietary. 
 
Table 1 compares the available IR and RF technologies and lists a number of requirements for the 
communication solution.  
 

 Long Range RF Short Range RF Infrared 
Interoperability OK – Bluetooth or 802.11 No standard available OK - IrDA 

Hazardous Location 
Certification 

Not required Unknown OK 

Communication 
Regulations 

Government regulated; 
general use bands only; 
varies from country to 

country 

Government regulated; 
general use bands only; 
varies from country to 

country 

OK 

Cross-talk Problem OK OK 
Signal Interference May be OK OK OK 

Operation in 
Automotive 
Environment 

OK OK OK 

Operating 
Temperature 

OK OK OK 

Cost Med-High Low Low 
Table 1 Comparison of Infrared (IR) and Radio-Frequency (RF) Communication Systems 

 
 
Present Developments 
 
Currently the SAE Fuel Cell Standards Committee Interface Working Group is defining a wireless 
communication recommended practice for hydrogen fueling. The overall system is defined as having a fueling 
system (fuel station and dispenser), vehicle, and fueling coupling, as is shown in Figure 8. The fueling 
coupling interface is mechanically specified by SAE J2600 and the communication portion of the interface is 
addressed in the SAE J2601 draft document.  
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Figure 8 IrDA wireless station/ vehicle schematic (Courtesy SAE J2601 © draft)  

 
The draft J2601 document is based upon a subset of the IrDA specification and uses many proven and 
documented aspects of the IrDA standard. Tests have been performed to validate that the IR communication is 
capable of communicating through a sufficient amount of dirt, ice and snow and in all expected lighting 
conditions. Working prototypes of this communication system have been developed by some suppliers and 
third party certified for hazardous location operation via the intrinsic safety strategy. These units will be tested 
in fueling applications. Figure 9 is an example of a J2601 prototype nozzle used for fueling compressed 
hydrogen vehicles. 
 

 
Figure 9 Example of a J2601 designed wireless communication nozzle 

 
The specifics of a wireless communication fill are largely similar to those of hardwired communication 
fueling. Two points of deviation include the data that are transmitted and the increased possibility of lost 
communications inherent to all forms of wireless communication. 
 
Once the communication path is established, a digital communication scheme such as the draft SAE J2601 
method allows for greater flexibility than the traditional hardwired interface that has been used in the CaFCP 
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protocol. The communication protocol can be designed to be forward and backward compatible allowing 
changes to be made as the fueling technology advances without requiring changes to existing vehicles. This 
flexibility allows for greater growth as future needs arise such as the potential inclusion of a fuel quality check 
to protect sensitive fuel cell vehicles. Perhaps more importantly, it could allow for more flexible and accurate 
transmittal of data because vehicle OEMs can more readily manipulate or recalibrate digital sensor data. In the 
traditional hardwired system, this correction is more difficult as hardwired systems have historically been 
analog-based. A digital hardwired system would offer many of the same flexibility benefits. 
 
The second departure from the traditional hardwired system is the allowance of communication losses and re-
acquisitions throughout the fill process. During periods of lost communications, due to temporary interruption 
of the data stream, the process falls back to a non-communication fill until communications are re-established. 
This allows the fill to proceed safely, however less optimally, even in the case of communication hardware 
failure. 
 
Potential Future Uses of Station-Vehicle Communication 
 
Another potential concept is to have the hydrogen powered vehicle control the fueling process.  Instead of a 
prescribed refueling process, for example information such as start- and stop and flow rate of the fueling 
process could be communicated to the station dispenser.  This could have potential benefits regarding 
complexity of programming on the station side, but further investigation is necessary. 
 
A further advantage to station -vehicle communications is potential additional data that could be utilized for 
confirmation purposes. For example, the storage container rating could be transmitted.  
 
6.0 Pre-cooled Hydrogen Fueling 
 
Pre-cooling hydrogen is a methodology to ensure that the hydrogen transferred during fueling stays within a 
set ‘cold’ temperature, such as -20°C [8]. In some cases, due to ambient conditions, the hydrogen might 
actually be heated to achieve this temperature. The objective is to have a cool inlet gas temperature in order to 
minimize the heating effects of hydrogen fueling (as mentioned previously). The lower temperature supply 
gas result in lower vehicle cylinder internal gas temperatures, which can result in higher density fueling (i.e., 
more hydrogen transferred). This offers an advantage also in obtaining a shorter fueling time (~3 minutes) 
while still achieving up to 95% fill density. This is especially important when ambient temperatures are 
appreciably above the cylinder rating temperature of 15°C, such as western U.S. desert conditions which can 
reach ambient temperatures of up to 50°C.  
 
The origins of pre-cooling hydrogen prior to pressurized transfer go back at least 10 years. During the 
planning of a Hythane® project in 1994 for Sunline Transit the subject of container overheating arose. 
SunLine’s leader, Dick Cromwell, offered a conceptual idea of using the refrigerating power of liquid 
hydrogen to pre-cool the Hythane®. The idea was later transferred to the Chicago Transit Authority project 
through HCI. 
 
The pre-cooling was applied at the Chicago Transit Authority in the summer of 1997. Fueling the fuel cell 
buses in the heat of the day was often aborted by HCI’s controller because of container over-heating. To 
resolve the issue, Frank Lynch of HCI and Air Products devised a liquid hydrogen pre-cooler based on Mr. 
Cromwell’s idea that significantly reduced the problem of container over-heating [8]. 
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In 1997, Ken Kountz, a researcher with the Gas Research Institute (now GTI), obtained U.S. patent number 
US5641005 for gas pre-cooling (including hydrogen). This method discusses using heat exchangers with 
general cooling technology to cool the gas during dispensing. GTI has expressed intention to give the rights to 
this patent for the SAE J2601 standard in order so that it can be utilized license free in the industry. 
 
DaimlerChrysler began using pre-cooled gaseous hydrogen with the fueling supplier Linde AG in Germany in 
2001. The Linde station has gaseous on-site storage and includes a device to actively cool the inflowing 
gaseous hydrogen temperature. 
 

 
Figure 10 Linde Hydrogen pre-cooled H2 Station with F-Cell vehicle at DaimlerChrysler, Sindelfingen 

 
Fueling Strategy 
 
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show two examples of hydrogen vehicle fueling with and without pre-cooling the 
hydrogen. The fueling was done in a two-container system on a DaimlerChrysler F-Cell vehicle. 
Communications were not utilized for these examples. 
 
The ambient temperatures of the examples are somewhat different, as the data was recorded at two separate 
station locations in the summertime. The lower ambient temperature of the non-communication fill should be 
seen as an 7°C advantage. However, the inlet gas temperature was pre-cooled to -15°C in Figure 12 with the 
higher ambient temperature.  
 
The results: the fueling time was shortened from 4 minutes to less than 2 minutes. In addition, a higher fill 
density was achieved: 87% with non-cooling vs. 96% with pre-cooling (no communications). The pre-cooled 
station had a slightly higher final pressure (37 vs. 40 MPa). 
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Hydrogen Vehicle Fueling - Without  Precooling
(Ambient = 28°C, Final density = 87%)
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Figure 11 DaimlerChrysler F-Cell Fueling Without Pre-cooling 

 

Hydrogen Vehicle Fueling - With  Precooling
(Ambient = 35°C, Final density = 96%)
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Figure 12 DaimlerChrysler F-Cell Fueling With Pre-cooling 

Another example of pre-cooling hydrogen vehicle is shown in Figure 13. This example shows a 70 MPa 
vehicle fill, starting from 10 MPa, with a two-vessel container system. The hydrogen was cooled to 
approximately -17°C and ambient temperature was approximately 25°C. This refueling also has the advantage 
of temperature compensated communication (see figure 7).  
 
It can also be observed that even though the supplied gas is pre-cooled to -17°C, and the ambient temperatures 
were 25°C, the container gas temperature was approaching the container limit of 85°C. The graph in figure 
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13. implies that the inlet temperatures might need to be even lower if the ambient temperatures are higher, 
meaning that the pre-cooling temperature might have to be increased with ambient temperature. Another 
important fact: the tank temperature reached 80C with both pre-cooling and communication. As figure 12 
implies, for higher fueling pressures being considered, such as 70MPa, hydrogen pre-cooling will most likely 
be a prerequisite to achieve acceptable fill times while preventing the temperature from exceeding the upper 
container limit of 85°C.[11] 
 

70MPa Refueling Test With Pre-Cooling
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Figure 13 GM Zafira FCV 70MPa Pre-cooled H2 with communication Fueling 

 
7.0 Understanding Station Performance Targets 
 
The hydrogen economy will only succeed in a commercial environment with the public’s confidence in its 
safety, convenience, and reliability. These three requirements shape the minimum station performance targets 
that are in development today. Some codes and standards developed in order to achieve requirements address 
both the realities of hydrogen safety and the public’s perception of hydrogen safety. The safety performance 
target should be equivalent or better than conventional vehicle fueling.  
 
The convenience requirement encompasses rapid and full container fueling, a standard consumer interface at 
the dispenser (already established in J2600), and an adequate deployment of fueling stations. As stated 
previously, from the consumer’s perspective, performance target is fueling times equivalent to today’s fueling 
of less than three minutes (ZEV Type III specifies less than 10 minutes). Another important target related to 
safety concerns, vehicle grounding could be accomplished through the vehicle’s tires if the proper surface is 
utilized for the vehicle pad.  
 
Guidelines to establish thresholds and evaluate the quality of hydrogen produced and dispensed are to be 
developed in order to satisfy the reliability requirement. 
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Currently Established Targets: 
 
There are some currently established vehicle/ station targets that originate from SAE 2578, Recommended 
Practice for General Fuel Cell Vehicle Safety and ANSI/CSA America standards NGV2. These are also 
planned to be adopted for the draft standard HGV2. 
 
• Onboard hydrogen storage container maximum gas and tank temperature (not material limit) : 85C 
• Maximum Storage Container Pressure rating: 1.25 x rated service pressure (e.g. for 35MPa = 
43.4MPa) 
• Presently onboard vehicle storage are to be removed to be inspected if they see pressures exceeding 
1.25 x rated pressure 
• Station Pressure Relief Valve Setting: 1.38 x rated service pressure (e.g. for 35MPa = 48.3 MPa) 
 
Hydrogen properties that affect Performance Targets 
Gaseous hydrogen has many similarities to conventional fuels now being used routinely gaseous fuels such as 
methane (i.e., natural gas) and propane and liquid fuels such as gasoline. In general, hydrogen is neither more 
nor less inherently hazardous than these conventional fuels. There are unique differences in its properties 
though which need to be understood when designing safe hydrogen facilities and hydrogen-powered 
equipment.  
 
Properties that compound the safe handling and use of hydrogen 
Hydrogen has the largest flammability limits in air of any of the flammable gases, ranging from 
approximately 4% to 75%. Because hydrogen is so buoyant, reaching a high percentage ratio can usually only 
happen in an enclosed, tightly sealed area. This buoyancy is in fact one of the prime safety characteristics of 
this fuel. For example, hydrogen is twice as buoyant as CNG, which means it will dissipate extremely fast in 
an open environment. Proper ventilation can greatly alleviate the flammability concern. 
 
The light emitted when hydrogen burns ranges from the violet to ultra-violet, making it difficult to see in 
bright daylight. (The yellow light sometimes seen is from the secondary florescence of dust particles 
suspended in the air.) However, if there is a thermal event which leads to a pressure relief device actuating, 
the short and controlled release of hydrogen will be audible.  
 
Codes and Standards Efforts to Achieve Performance Targets 
The SAE Fuel Cell Standards Committee has issued or is working on standards related to nozzle and 
receptacle design, fueling communications, measurement of fuel consumption and vehicle range, and 
hydrogen vehicle safety. 
 
The Compressed Gas Association (CGA) issues standards on Hydrogen (general properties, etc.), Commodity 
Spec for Hydrogen, Hydrogen Piping and Hydrogen Vent systems.  
 
The Instrument Society of America (ISA) issues standards on qualifying instruments as intrinsically safe or 
non-incentive and publishes documents that parallel some of those issued by the National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA).  
 
Other well known efforts include regarding fueling activities: 
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• SAE J2601 (c)- (Draft)- Performance requirements for the communications and refueling hydrogen 
surface vehicles 
• Underwriters Laboratory - sensors and hydrogen generators  
• ICC Ad Hoc Committee on Hydrogen Gas  
• NFPA 52 Fueling Vehicle Code [CNG, H2, LPG, etc.] 
• NFPA 70 - National Electric Code  
• CSA HGV 4.3 [Temperature Compensation for Dispensers] 
• CSA HGV 2  
• ISO TC 197 WG 5 [Hydrogen Fuels Service Stations and Fueling Connectors] 
• ISO TC 197 WG 12 [Hydrogen Fuel-Product Specification] 
 
8.0 STA Methodology Optimization and Verification  
 
As discussed above, there are a number of dispenser control strategies that have been and continue to be 
investigated and developed to address temperature rise issues within compressed hydrogen gas containers. 
These strategies vary in their approaches to temperature control, ranging from elaborate implementations of 
continuous communication of real-time pressure and temperature between the vehicle and the dispenser, to 
only limiting the flow rate or pressure rise rate during the fueling process. 
 
Recently, a device called the hydrogen Station Interface Test Apparatus (STA) was developed by the 
California Fuel Cell Partnership’s InterOperability Team, a collaborative of cross-industry hydrogen vehicle 
and station representatives. The STA evaluates the performance of various hydrogen dispensers with respect 
to temperature and pressure control, and completeness of fill. The mass of fuel transferred, and total average 
flow rate, are also monitored and recorded [12]. This provides a means to assess the performance of the 
dispenser and the fueling protocol. Additionally, it can serve as a development tool to advance and refine new 
fueling algorithms and protocols. The STA is also equipped with an adapter that enables hydrogen quality 
sampling directly from the dispenser nozzle. 
 
The STA is a trailer-mounted replication of two vehicle fuel storage systems, incorporating both a small Type 
4 (polymer lined) container and a large Type 3 (metal lined) container. Mass measurement equipment, 
pressure transducers, thermocouples, communication interfaces, and data acquisition equipment are all 
contained and utilized within the STA. A rechargeable power system allows the STA to operate off-grid.  
 
Because there is a wide variety of hydrogen storage container types and sizes used in vehicle hydrogen 
storage systems, a hydrogen dispenser must fill these various arrangements as completely as possible without 
exceeding the container’s temperature, pressure and mass limits. This can be a complicated task, so the STA 
was designed to encompass the extremes for currently available hydrogen storage containers, i.e. high internal 
gas temperature that would result in underfill, and low internal gas temperature, which could result in overfill. 
An objective of the STA is that an optimized fueling methodology for this ‘spectrum’ of hydrogen storage 
systems under a variety of ambient conditions can be created and validated. 
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Figure 14 STA Trailer (with data acquisition system in front) 

The hydrogen Station Test Apparatus is a useful tool to simulate the spectrum of current 25 & 35 MPa 
hydrogen vehicle onboard storage systems, providing critical data to the station owner regarding the 
verification of performance of the fuel dispenser. The portability of the device allows for a consistent testing 
and validation tool for use by hydrogen stations in California and elsewhere. 
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9.0 Conclusion 
 
Hydrogen fueling technology development has been largely evolutionary in nature and based in part on 
longstanding compressed natural gas technologies and practices. However, hydrogen vehicle fueling has been 
demonstrated using various fueling methodologies for more than 20 years.  
 
Hydrogen fueling parameters must be sufficiently standardized and optimized in order to achieve customer 
satisfaction and public acceptance. A successful fueling protocol needs to accomplish the multiple objectives 
of quick fueling times, acceptable fill quantity (density), and ensuring the safety and integrity of vehicle 
container systems. These multiple objectives may be more difficult to achieve without communications and/or 
pre-cooling dispensing strategies. This is especially true in areas with hot ambient temperatures. 
 
The process of fueling a vehicle with gaseous hydrogen is constantly evolving. Techniques such as 
communication and pre-cooling have garnered considerable research and attention. Comparing Figure 4 
through Figure 6, communications also provides a more complete fueling compared to non-communication. 
The time was also halved (under cold ambient conditions). It is anticipated that in order to consistently have 
short refueling times under hot ambient conditions, pre-cooled should be utilized. 
 
Wireless communication in the form of IrDA, now in its infancy, appears to be the current industry direction. 
Communication can offer additional development station-vehicle information that could be utilized in the 
future. 
 
For the current state of art of this technology, it appears that pre-cooled hydrogen offers an advantage for 
optimizing vehicle fueling. As shown in Figure 12 and 13, pre-cooled fueling can provide the vehicle with a 
dense fill in a short amount of time (a few minutes). Communications is also a useful method for improving 
density of fueling, but the fueling time can still remain long for high container pressures under high ambient 
temperature conditions. Pre-cooling may be therefore a necessity to provide optimal hydrogen vehicle fueling 
at high ambient temperatures and especially higher refueling pressures such as 70 MPa.  
 
For stations with more than one customer, it is essential to develop a dispensing strategy that covers the 
spectrum of available container geometries and types. This optimization can be achieved for “industry wide” 
protocols in an iterative process using devices such as the CaFCP STA. These apparatuses simulate the 
hardware found in today’s gaseous hydrogen fueled vehicles. As the industry strives for achieving ever 
increasing levels of fueling convenience, new methodologies will emerge and optimization of existing 
methodologies will occur to help bring this goal to reality. 
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